
Influence of Infrastructure Development The number of technical assistance agents will be deter
mined more by the number of farm families than by the 

The ackof oad, mrkes, npus, r afavrabe iput amount of cultivated land. In Puebla, each technical as

cost: produce price relationship in a Project area would itneanassedboetowo iewsrspsbl 

indicate that the regional agricultural program should for about 10,000 farm families.  

concentrate its initial action on developing these essentials. .The diversity of the area -variability. in soils, physiogra

Under such conditions, technical assistance and agronomic phy, temperature, and rainfall-mainly influences the pro

research would, to some extent, be supplanted, temporarily blem of developing reliable technological packages. For a 

by seciic atio todeveop oad, maket, adistibuion given size of area, the number of agronomic research tech
by seciic atio todeveop oad, maket, adistibuion nicians will generally increase as the diversity of the area 

system for inputs, or favorable change in the prices of increases.  
inputs and produce. The absence of credit would not I h rvoseape twsasmdta h ra 

postonenorml pogrm aciviiesbutwoud imly hat were easily accessible by mechanized transport. Under such 
the coordinator may have to devote considerable effort to conditions, a technical assistance agent will be able to reach 
making credit available in the area. the most remote village in his area in about an hour. For 

areas with poor communication, relatively larger staffs will 

Influence of the Political Environment b edd 

The political entity, state or nation, sponsoring a re- High-yielding Crop Varieties 
gional agricultural program should be convinced of its merit High-yielding maize varieties, both native and improved, 
before it approves the budget necessary for its operation. were available in Puebla when the Project was initiated. It 
Political support for the program may become inadequate, seems unlikely, however, that this will always be the case.  
however, when two situations arise: (a) political leaders When crop varieties are not available that will permit farm

may accept the importance of the program but fail to grasp ers to greatly increase yields (e.g, double average yields in a 
the magnitude of the problem and become disillusioned Category B area), agronomic research should support 
when short-term accomplishments do not measure up to development of such varieties. The central role of the 

expectations, and (b) there is a change in the political regional program might be that of assisting a plant breeding 
leadership. Thus, it is necessary for the program strategy to team at a research center by collecting genetic materials 

include continuing action by the coordinator to keep the from the program area, providing information on farmer 

political leaders well-informed about program activities, and market preferences, and testing promising materials in 
difficulties, and accomplishments. The effort required will the area.  
be greater when political support for the program is low.  

THE REGIONAL AGRICULTURAL PROGRAM 
influence of Size, Diversity, and AS A FIRST STEP IN RURAL DEVELOPMENT 

Accessibility of Program Area 
& It was recognized from the beginning of the Puebla 

The size of the staff and budget of a regional agr Project that the long-range objective was to improve net 

program will generally be proportional to the ci income, employment, and the general welfare of the rural 

area and the number of farmers to be serviced by people. That is, action to increase basic food crop produc

gram. The experience in Puebla suggests the f tion was seen as an initial step in the development of the 

examples of staff assignments for programs with (rural population.  
sizes of project areas: The experiences in, Puebla support the proposition that 

(a) 25,000 ha would require a coordinator wh rural development can be initiated effectively through an 

responsible for technical assistance in a pai action program aimed at increasing the production of one 

area, one technical assistance agent, one te or more basic crops. With a given amount of resources, a 

responsible for agronomic research, and on, program for small, subsistence farmers is more likely to be 
cian in charge of socioeconomic evaluations successful if it concentrates its efforts on one or a few 

(b) 50,000 ha would require a coordinator, farming enterprises. By proving that the use of new tech

three technical assistance agents, one ag nology leads to higher yields and net income, the program 

research technician, and one evaluator, establishes its credibility and gains the confidence of the 

(c) 100,000 ha would require a coordinator, f: farmers. Once the program is accepted by the rural people, 
nical assistance agents, two agronomic they become more receptive to the entrance of other pro

technicians, and one evaluator, grams that can contribute to a better way of life. The 

(d) 200,000 ha would require a coordinator initiative for starting new programs may often come from 

sistant coordinator, 10 technical assistance the farmers themselves. Thus, step by step, an agricultural 

three or four agronomic research technici; program is transformed into an integrated rural, develop
one or two evaluators. ment program.  
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